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Abstract

Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis (ABSA) is a
fine-grained task. Recently, using graph con-
volutional networks (GCNs) to model syntac-
tic information has become a popular topic.
In addition, a growing consensus exists to en-
hance sentence representation using contrastive
learning. However, when modeling syntac-
tic information, incorrect syntactic structure
may introduce additional noise. Meanwhile,
we believe that contrastive learning implicitly
introduce label information as priori. There-
fore, we propose C3LPGCN, which integrates
Contrastive Learning and Cooperative Learn-
ing with Prompt into GCN. Specifically, to al-
leviate the noise when modeling syntactic in-
formation, we propose mask-aware aspect in-
formation filter, which combines prompt infor-
mation of template with aspect information to
filter the syntactic information. Besides, we
propose prompt-based contrastive learning and
cooperative learning to utilise the label infor-
mation further. On the one hand, we construct
prompts containing labels for contrastive learn-
ing, by which the model can focus more on
task-relevant features. On the other hand, co-
operative learning further extracts label infor-
mation by aligning input samples’ represen-
tation and output distribution with label sam-
ples. Extensive experiments on three datasets
demonstrate that our method significantly im-
proves the model’s performance compared to
traditional contrastive learning methods. More-
over, our C3LPGCN outperforms state-of-the-
art methods. Our source code and final models
are publicly available at github1.

1 Introduction

Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis (ABSA) (Zhang
et al., 2021, 2022a) aims to predict the sentiment
polarity of a specific aspect in a sentence. Fig-
ure 1 shows a restaurant review in which the sen-
timent expression of "Indian" is "authentic" and

1https://github.com/godlikehhd/C3LPGCN

the sentiment expression of "prices" is "amazing".
Therefore, we discriminate the sentiment polarity
of these two aspects as positive.

PRON AUX ADJ PROPN ADP PROP
N

NOUN

authentic Indian at amazing priceshaveThey

Figure 1: Example of the ABSA task.

In recent years, with the development of deep
learning, research on ABSA has resulted in many
successes. At the beginning, recurrent neural
networks(RNNs) and convolutional neural net-
works(CNNs) were used to extract effective fea-
tures from sentences. However, since they cannot
model long-distance relationships, the performance
of the model drops considerably when aspect words
are far away from the corresponding sentiment ex-
pression. Then, researchers employed long short-
term memory(LSTM) (Tang et al., 2015; Wang
et al., 2016) and attention mechanism (Song et al.,
2019; Ma et al., 2017) to encode long-distance de-
pendencies, and these studies achieved remarkable
results. Recently, with the rise of graph neural
networks(GNNs) (Tang et al., 2020; Wang et al.,
2020; Li et al., 2021), studies have been conducted
to achieve syntactic-based aggregation of word in-
formation via graph convolutional network(GCN)
(Tian et al., 2021; Sun et al., 2019) to enhance the
performance of ABSA further. However, when
the syntactic structure of sentences is incomplete
or there is no apparent syntactic relationship be-
tween aspects and sentiments, syntactic parser may
output incorrect syntactic dependency adjacency
matrices, thereby leading to noise in the modeling
of syntactic information.

In addition, to enable better modelling of aspect
and sentiment, many studies employ contrastive
learning (Liang et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2022; Liu
et al., 2022) to enhance sentence features. Super-
vised contrastive learning typically construct con-
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trastive samples based on labels, where the positive
samples for an input sample are other sentences
with the same polarity, and negative samples are
sentences with different polarities. In unsupervised
contrastive learning, data augmentation methods
are commonly used to construct positive samples
for an input sample, while using other input sam-
ples as negative samples. We believe that this ap-
proach implicitly introduces label information as a
prior into the model.

In this paper, we propose a novel C3LPGCN,
integrating Contrastive Learning and Cooperative
Learning with Prompt into Graph Convolutional
Network. On the one hand, we propose mask-
aware aspect information filter(MAF), which com-
bines the information in prompt templates with
aspect information, filtering syntactic informa-
tion through attention mechanism. Prompt tuning
(Lester et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2023) is a method
to convert downstream task into mask prediction by
constructing auxiliary template. Due to the proper-
ties of the pre-trained language model(PLM) (De-
vlin et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2019), we can use the
prompt representation to get the location of senti-
ment expression. And therefore we can alleviate
the noise generated by modelling syntactic infor-
mation.

On the other hand, to further utilize label in-
formation, we propose prompt-based contrastive
learning and cooperative learning. Specifically, we
construct template containing sentiment labels and
perform contrastive learning, the positive sample
of input is sentence with true label template and
the negative samples are sentences with false label
templates. By this way, the model can focus more
on task- and sentiment-related information during
feature learning. While in cooperative learning,
we make the representations of input samples and
positive samples feature consistent by calculating
their KL divergence; at the same time, we pass
them through the same network for sentiment anal-
ysis and use the output distribution of the positive
samples as the label of the input samples. In this
way, the prior knowledge contained in the positive
samples can be further learned.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We propose C3LPGCN mitigate the noise gen-
erated when modelling syntactic information by
utilizing PLM’s prediction. Meanwhile, we pro-
pose using label information as an explicit priori
to learn aspect- and sentiment-related informa-

tion adequately.
• We propose MAF, which models the relationship

between aspect and sentiment representation by
using the information of prompt template, thus
mitigating the noise that can occur during model-
ing syntactic information.

• We propose prompt-based contrastive and coop-
erative learning, which explicitly incorporates
label information as a prior into the model.
Prompt-based contrastive learning learns task
and sentiment-related features through contrasts
based on label templates. Cooperative learning
further learns label information by aligning the
features of input samples with those of positive
samples.

• Extensive experiments on three datasets show
that our method can be combined with existing
contrastive learning methods to perform better,
and our C3LPGCN method outperforms state-of-
the-art methods.

2 Related Work

2.1 Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis

With the development of deep learning, ABSA has
achieved good performance. Several studies uti-
lized attention mechanisms and LSTM to extract
deep semantic information from sentences. Ma
et al. (2017) proposed IAN to model the relation
between aspect and context. Song et al. (2019)
proposed an attention encoder to map the semantic
interactions between aspect and context.

Subsequently, modelling syntactic information
became a research hotspot. Li et al. (2021) allevi-
ated the noise generated while modelling syntactic
information by interactively incorporating syntactic
and contextual information. Zhang et al. (2022b)
proposed a self-attention-based aspect-aware at-
tention mechanism to learn aspect-related seman-
tic associations and global semantics. Ma et al.
(2023) proposed using Abstract Meaning Repre-
sentation to replace syntactic dependency trees and
strengthen sentence features through an attention
mechanism.

2.2 Constrastive learning

Contrastive learning enables the model to learn
the differences or similarities between samples by
constructing contrastive samples, leading to bet-
ter performance in downstream tasks. Chen et al.
(2020) proposed SimCLR, which performs data
augmentation on images and uses them as positive
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samples and uses other images as negative samples
by which the contrast loss is optimized. Gao et al.
(2021) utilized dropout as data augmentation for
contrastive learning and obtained good result. In
ABSA, Liang et al. (2021) leveraged contrastive
learning to distinguish sentiment features from the
perspectives of sentiment polarity and patterns. Liu
et al. (2022) proposed eliminating the interference
of aspect-irrelevant features through feature distil-
lation and utilising supervised contrastive learning
to capture internal information between sentences.
Li et al. (2023) conducts supervised contrastive
learning on different aspects, reducing the repre-
sentation differences of aspects within the same
relationship category.

2.3 Prompt Tuning

Prompt tuning is an approach that transforms down-
stream tasks into mask prediction tasks. Recently,
Schick and Schütze (2020) proposed PET, which
uses prompt tuning to make PLM understand the
given task and then implements semi-supervised
learning on a large scale of unlabeled data by as-
signing soft labels. Jiang et al. (2020) proposed a
method based on encoding transformation to im-
prove the PLM’s ability to extract knowledge. Chen
et al. (2022b) introduced KnowPrompt, which in-
jects potential knowledge contained in relation la-
bels into learnable prompt construction and uses
this for relation extraction.

3 Proposed Model

Figure 2 shows an overview of C3LPGCN. In
this section, we first introduce the definition of
the ABSA task. After that, we will present our
proposed C3LPGCN, composed of five compo-
nents: input construction and embedding layer, con-
trastive learning, prompt-based cooperative learn-
ing, GCN layer and mask-aware aspect information
filter layer.

3.1 Problem Formulation

For a given sentence S and its correspond-
ing aspect a, where S = {w1, w2, ..., wn},
a = {a1, a2, ..., ak}, a is a subsequence of S,
ABSA is to predict the sentiment polarity y ∈
{positive, negative, neutral} of the given aspect.
For the sake of simplicity, we perform prediction
on one aspect at a time for sentences containing
multiple aspects.

3.2 Input Construction and Embedding Layer

In contrast to other studies that use sentence-aspect
pair as input, we construct prompt templates spe-
cific to the ABSA task and concatenate them with
the sentence, using them as input of the BERT en-
coder. For a given sentence S and the aspect a, we
construct its prompt template:

Tprompt = [p1, p2, ..., a, ..., [MASK]], (1)

where pi is the constructed template, while
[MASK] is the token of PLM’s masking process.
Taking "No disk is included" as an example, where
the aspect is "disk", we can construct a template
like "the disk is [MASK]." Then, we can get a
sample input for BERT:

Sin = [[CLS], S, [SEP], Tprompt, [SEP]] (2)

Feeding Sin into BERT, we can obtain its represen-
tation Hin To perform prompt-based contrastive
learning and cooperative learning, we construct la-
bel samples for the input, i.e., replacing [MASK]
with the labels we set in the prompt template. We
set up three kinds of label templates based on the
real sentiment labels of the training data:

Tpos = [p1, p2, ..., a, ..., Lpos],

Tneg1 = [p1, p2, ..., a, ..., Lneg1],

Tneg2 = [p1, p2, ..., a, ..., Lneg2],

(3)

where Lpos is the true sentiment label of S and
Lneg1, Lneg2 are the false sentiment labels we con-
structed. Similarly concatenating them with S and
feeding them into BERT, we can obtain their rep-
resentations Hpos, Hneg1, Hneg2. It can be seen
that the input sample and contrastive samples are
identical in form , both can be represented as:

Hi = {hicls, hi1, ..., hin+m+2} (4)

where i ∈ {in, pos, neg1, neg2}, Hi ∈ Rt×dbert ,
n and m denote the length of S and the template,
respectively, t = m+n+2. We conducted template
experiment in Appendix A.

3.3 Contrastive Learning

In this section, we use supervised and prompt-
based contrastive learning to improve further the
model’s ability to model aspects and sentiment ex-
pression.
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Figure 2: Overall architecture of the proposed C3LPGCN.

3.3.1 Supervised Contrastive learning
Same as other supervised contrastive learning meth-
ods, for any input sample H i

in, we take the samples
with the same polarity within a batch B as posi-
tive samples. Otherwise, it is negative. Then, the
contrastive loss is formulated as follows:

Lscl =
1

N

∑
Lsup(h

in
i ),

Lsup(hi) = − log

∑
y(ai)=y(aj)

sim(hi, hj)

∑
j∈B

sim(hi, hj)
,

(5)

where N is the batch size and hini is the pooled
output of H i

in, sim(·) is the cosine similarity,
y(ai) = y(aj) denotes hi has the same sentiment
polarity as hj . With supervised contrastive learn-
ing, sentences with the same sentiment polarity
are brought closer in feature space, while the dis-
tance between sentences with different sentiment
polarities is pushed farther apart.

3.3.2 Prompt-based Contrastive Learning
In supervised contrastive learning, we use sen-
timent polarity to construct contrastive samples,
equivalent to implicitly introducing label informa-
tion as priori into feature learning. To further utilize

label information, we propose prompt-based con-
trastive learning to introduce label information ex-
plicitly. For a input sample H i

in, we constructed its
corresponding label samples H i

pos, H
i
neg1, H i

neg2.
Thus, our training objective can be formulated as
follows:

Lpcl =
1

N

∑
Lp(h

in
i ),

Lp(h
in
i ) = − log

sim(hini , hposi )∑
j∈B

sim(hini , hallj )
,

(6)

where hallj denotes all the false label samples we
constructed in batch B. Compared to supervised
contrastive learning, our method explicitly intro-
duces the true sentiment labels, thus allowing the
model to learn information related to ABSA more
directly during representation learning.

3.4 Cooperative Learning
To further utilize the prior knowledge contained
in the true label samples, we propose cooperative
learning, which consists of two components; on
the one hand, for the input representation Hin and
its true label sample Hpos, we take the represen-
tations of the corresponding parts HS

in, HS
pos of

the original sentence S. After that, we compute
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the KL divergence between them to learn the prior
distribution of true label samples:

LKL =
∑

KL(HS
in||HS

pos) (7)

On the other hand, we feed the true label sam-
ple and the input sample into the same ABSA net-
work and obtain their predicted distribution p(a),
ppos(a), and use the ppos(a) as the label of p(a) to
calculate the consistency loss:

ypos(a) = argmax(ppos(a)),

LCL = −
∑

S

∑

a∈AS

ypos(a) · log p(a) (8)

where AS is the aspect collection of the sentence
S.

3.5 GCN Layer

We leverage syntactic dependency trees to aid the
model in learning syntactic features and establish
the relationship between aspect and sentiment. We
use the LAL-Parser (Mrini et al., 2019) to obtain
the adjacency matrix of the dependency tree for
the sentence. The syntactic dependency adjacency
matrix A for each sentence is constructed by the
following rule:

Aij =





1 if i = j, (self loop),
1 if i and j are dependent,
0 otherwise

(9)

Afterwards, we use GCN to aggregate the syntac-
tic information. Given the sentence representation
H l−1

syn of layer (l − 1) and A, the l−th representa-
tion is defined as follows:

H l
syn = RELU(AH l−1

synW
l
syn + blsyn) (10)

where W l
syn, b

l
syn are trainable parameters of the

l−th layer. And H0
syn is the part of input represen-

tation Hin corresponding to the original sentence
S, that is HS

in.

3.6 Mask-aware Aspect Information filter

We introduce prompt tuning into ABSA to miti-
gate the noise generated when modelling syntactic
information. The training process of PLM shows
that the model’s prediction of the mask position
depends on the contextual information. PLM’s pre-
diction of the mask position certainly incorporates
the understanding of the prompt we constructed

and the sentence. Therefore, we propose mask-
aware aspect information filter, which filters syn-
tactic information by combining the prompt-tuned
information with aspect information.

Given a masked language model L, we feed
the representation of input samples Hin into it,
resulting in predictions for the [MASK] position
in the prompt template (e.g., great(positive), terri-
ble(negative)). The process is depicted as follows:

HMLM = GELU(HinWMLM + bMLM ),

Hout = HMLMWout + bout,
(11)

where HMLM ∈ Rt×dbert , Hout ∈ Rt×dvocab ,
WMLM , bMLM , Wout, bout are trainable param-
eters. Subsequently, we define a mapping function
M : Y → V to map the true sentiment labels to the
output words of the masked language model. By
doing so, we can obtain the predicted probabilities
ppt(a) for the true sentiment polarity y(a) of the
aspect in the sentence:

ppt(a) = p([MASK] = M(y(a))|Hout) (12)

Subsequently, we utilize cross-entropy as the loss
function to fine-tune the PLM and the masked lan-
guage model:

Lpt = −
∑

S

∑

a∈AS

y(a) · log (ppt(a)) (13)

In the process of prompt tuning, we utilize MAF
to combine the representation of mask position
hinmask with aspect information hina to achieve the
filtering of syntactic information. The formulas are
as follows:

H ′
syn = H l

synW
′
syn + b′syn,

hMAF = (
1

k

k∑

i=1

hsynai + hinmask)Wa + ba,

α = softmax(hMAF × (H ′
syn)

T ),

hMAF = αH l
syn,

(14)

where k is the length of aspect in the PLM, hsynai ,
hinmask denote the representation of aspect words
and [MASK] position in H l

syn and Hin, respec-
tively. W ′

syn, b′syn, Wa, ba are trainable parameters.
With this approach, the model can take into ac-
count both aspect information and prompt tuning
information, thus mitigating the noise generated by
modeling errors in syntactic information.
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3.7 Target Aspect Sentiment Analysis
The final feature representation used for ABSA is
obtained by utilizing the representations generated
from the aforementioned components. The repre-
sentation can be described as follows:

Xa = hin ⊕ hMAF ⊕ hinmask (15)

where ⊕ is concatenation, hin is the pooled output
of Hin to represent the entire sentence, hMAF is
the output of MAF, while hinmask is the representa-
tion corresponding to the MASK position during
prompt tuning. Then, we feed the obtained rep-
resentations into a linear classifier with softmax
to obtain the probability distribution p(a) of senti-
ment polarity. The process can be represented as
follows:

p(a) = softmax(XaWp + bp) (16)

where Wp, bp are trainable parameters.

3.8 Loss Function
We use the loss as follows in the training process
for gradient descent:

Ltotal = Lpre + λ1Lpt + λ2LKL

+λ3LCL + λ4Lscl + λ5Lpcl

(17)

where λs are hyperparameter, Lpre is the loss of
final classifier:

Lpre = −
∑

S

∑

a∈AS

y(a) · log (p(a)) (18)

Table 1: Statistics of datasets.

Dataset Division Positive Negative Neutral

Laptop Train 976 851 455
Test 337 128 167

Restaurant Train 2164 807 637
Test 727 196 196

Twitter Train 1507 1528 3016
Test 172 169 336

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets
We conducted experiments on three publicly avail-
able benchmark datasets. Laptop is a collection
of user reviews and opinions about laptops and re-
lated products. The Restaurant consists of reviews
and opinions about restaurants. Both the Laptop
and Restaurant are from SemEval14 (Pontiki et al.,

2014). Twitter (Dong et al., 2014) is a collection
of tweets. The three datasets consist of sentiment
polarities: ’positive’, ’negative’, and ’neutral’. Lap-
top and Restaurant include sentences with single
and multiple aspects, while the Twitter dataset con-
tains sentences with only one aspect. The statistical
information for these three datasets is summarized
in Table 1.

4.2 Baseline Models
1) AEN (Song et al., 2019) proposes an attention-
based encoder to model the relationship between
aspect and context. 2) IAN (Ma et al., 2017) inter-
actively learns the relationship between aspect and
their context. 3) BERT-SPC (Song et al., 2019)
uses the representation of the [CLS] token of BERT
for ABSA. 4) DualGCN (Li et al., 2021) simulta-
neously considers syntactic and semantic informa-
tion for ABSA. 5) SSEGCN (Zhang et al., 2022b)
proposes aspect-aware attention to learn semantic
associations and global semantics. 6) dotGCN
(Chen et al., 2022a) utilizes reinforcement learn-
ing to construct a language-independent discrete
latent opinion tree for ABSA. 7) DLGM (Mei et al.,
2023) proposes leveraging neurons to extract spe-
cific language attributes. 8) APARN (Ma et al.,
2023) utilizes a new semantic structure to replace
syntactic dependency tree. 9) BERT-SCon (Liang
et al., 2021) proposes using supervised contrastive
learning to distinguish sentiment features in terms
of sentiment polarity and patterns. 10) AFDEN
(Liu et al., 2022) proposes a distillation module to
better learn the aspect-unrelated features and elim-
inate the interference of aspect-unrelated features
11) APSCL (Li et al., 2023) proposes a framework
that capturing relationships between aspects and
enhances their features through contrastive learn-
ing.

4.3 Implementation Details
In this experiment, all models we implemented
utilize BERT-base-uncased as the pre-trained lan-
guage model. When calculating the training loss,
λs is set to (0.01, 0.1, 0.1, 1.0, 0.3). We use the
Adam optimizer for gradient descent. The learning
rate for the PLM is set to 3e-5, while the learning
rate for the other layers is set to 1e-4. In the GCN
layer, we set the number of layers for the GCN in
the range of [1, 3]. We use Accuracy and Macro-
F1 to evaluate the performance of our proposed
C3LPGCN as well as the baseline methods. For
more implementation details, please refer to our
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Table 2: Performance of different methods on the three datasets. "∗" denotes our implementation. The best results
are in bold, and the second-best are underlined.

Category Models Laptop Restaurant Twitter
ACC Macro-F1 ACC Macro-F1 ACC Macro-F1

w. Contextual information
AEN 73.51 69.04 80.98 72.14 72.83 69.81
AEN+BERT 79.93 76.31 83.12 73.76 74.71 73.13
IAN 72.10 - 78.60 - - -
BERT-SPC 79.91 76.30 85.61 79.05 76.21 74.78

w. Syntactic information

DualGCN-BERT 81.80 78.10 87.13 81.16 77.40 76.02
dotGCN-BERT 81.03 78.10 86.16 80.49 78.11 77.00
SSEGCN-BERT 81.01 77.96 87,31 81.09 77.40 76.02
DLGM-BERT 82.61 79.24 87.35 81.88 74.96 73.37
APARN-BERT 81.96 79.10 87.76 82.44 79.76 78.79

w. Contrastive learning
BERT-SCon 80.23 76.48 86.51 80.55 - -
APSCL-BERT 81.02 78.47 86.86 81.28 - -
AFDEN 82.13 78.81 87.41 82.21 78.47 77.27

ours

BERT+SCL∗ 80.54 77.32 86.24 79.74 76.07 74.99
BERT+PCL∗ 81.01 76.98 86.60 79.67 76.66 75.22
BERT+C3LP∗ 81.80 78.46 86.68 80.73 77.55 76.28

Our C3LPGCN 82.75 79.61 87.85 82.44 79.32 78.44
w/o LCL 81.49 78.69 87.13 82.25 78.43 77.47
w/o LKL 81.65 78.04 87.22 81.71 77.25 76.18
w/o Lpcl 81.17 77.68 86.86 80.60 76.66 75.55
w/o MAF 81.08 77.42 85.43 77.40 75.63 74.93
+aspect 81.33 77.70 86.33 80.38 77.10 75.73
+mask 81.17 77.84 86.15 80.20 75.92 74.82

Table 3: Case studies of our C3LPGCN model compared with other baselines

Sentences AEN+BERT DualGCN-BERT Our C3LPGCN
From the speed to the gestures
this operating system beats windows easily. (O×,O×,P√,N√) (P√,P√,P√,N√) (P√,P√,P√,N√)

It has all the expected features and a wide
screen and more than roomy keyboard. (P√,O×,P√) (P√,P√,N×) (P√,P√,P√)

I use it mostly for creation (audio) and its reliable. (P√,OF) (P√,OF) (P√,P√)

code.

4.4 Main Result

We compared our model with other models, and the
results are shown in Table 2. The results show that
(1)Our C3LPGCN obtained the best result in the
three datasets. (2)Modeling syntactic information
performs better than methods that model contextual
information, such as attention. (3)Using PLM can
make the model perform better, and it’s become
a consensus to use PLM. (4)Compared to meth-
ods that use syntactic information, methods that
use contrastive learning methods tend to be sim-
pler in structure and therefore perform slightly less
well. (5)In our model, we combine prompt-tuned
information and aspect information to filter syn-
tactic information, thus alleviating the noise when
modelling syntactic information. Also, we explic-
itly introduce sentiment label information using our
proposed prompt-based contrastive learning and co-
operative learning to obtain the best performance.
(6)Compared to supervised contrastive learning,

prompt-based contrastive learning can also improve
the model’s performance, and these two methods
can be used together for better results.

4.5 Ablation Study

To verify the effectiveness of different modules,
we performed ablation studies with the following
configuration:
• w/o LCL: We no longer align the input samples

with the predictions of the positive samples.
• w/o LKL: We no longer compute the KL diver-

gence between input sample and positive sample.
• w/o Lpcl: We removed the prompt-based con-

trastive learning.
• w/o MAF: We removed the mask-aware aspect

information filter.
• +aspect: We filtered the syntactic information

with the representation of aspect.
• +mask: We filtered the syntactic information with

the representation of the mask position in prompt
template.

As shown in Table 2. First, the model’s perfor-
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the durability of the laptop will make it worth the money .

MAF

MASK

ASPECT

Aspect terms: durability     Label: Pos.       Predict: Pos.

Figure 3: Visualization of attention weights calculated using different information.

mance decreased after removing supervised con-
trastive learning, suggesting that supervised con-
trastive learning can learn the similarities and differ-
ences between samples. When prompt-based con-
trastive learning or cooperative learning is removed,
the model’s effectiveness likewise deteriorates be-
cause, with prompt-based contrastive learning and
cooperative learning, the model learns information
relevant to ABSA from true label samples. When
we use only aspect information for sentiment clas-
sification, the model becomes less effective due to
the noise generated when modelling syntactic infor-
mation. Similarly, the model does not perform well
when using only aspect information for filtering.
Whereas, when using only mask information, the
model may ignore aspect information, and thus, the
model becomes less effective(experiments in Sec
4.7 proved this point).

4.6 Case Study

We conducted a case analysis as shown in Table 3.
The notations P, N and O represent positive, nega-
tive and neutral sentiment, respectively.The results
indicate that modelling syntactic information leads
to better results when there is a long distance be-
tween the aspect and sentiment expression. This is
because, compared to direct attention-based aggre-
gation, GCN enables more accurate aggregation of
aspect and corresponding sentiment expression. On
the other hand, when there is no explicit syntactic
relationship between aspect and sentiment expres-
sion, our proposed C3LPGCN outperforms other
models because our model not only considers syn-
tactic information but also incorporates sentiment
expression modelling information from PLM and
uses contrastive learning and cooperative learning
to enhance sentence features further.

4.7 Attention Visualization

To explore the impact of our proposed MAF, we
investigated the differences in attention weights

using different information for filtering. We visu-
alized the attention weights using sentence "the
durability of the laptop will make it worth the
money." from the laptop dataset, where the aspect
is "durability". As shown in Figure 3. When us-
ing only the aspect information, the model assigns
the highest weight to the aspect, which indicates
that the model focused more on the aspect. On the
other hand, when using the mask information, the
model assigns the highest weight to the sentiment
expression "it worth the money." It is shown that by
prompt tuning, it is possible to obtain the reason for
the sentiment prediction, i.e., the sentiment expres-
sion. In contrast, our proposed MAF combines the
MASK position and aspect information to consider
both aspect and sentiment expression. Therefore,
it somewhat alleviates the noise caused by wrong
syntactic information.

4.8 Feature Visualization

To verify the effectiveness of prompt-based con-
trastive learning, we performed the visualization
shown in Figure 4 using t-SNE (van der Maaten
and Hinton, 2008). The results show that the fea-
ture distribution of different sentiments is tighter
when using only BERT. After using supervised con-
trastive learning, the boundary distance between
different sentiments increases significantly, indicat-
ing that the model learns the similarities and dif-
ferences between different samples through super-
vised contrastive learning. Similarly, when using
prompt-based contrastive learning, the feature dis-
tances of different sentiments become larger due to
using false label samples of other sentences as neg-
ative samples. Still, the feature distribution of the
same polarity is also slightly larger than supervised
contrastive learning because there is only one posi-
tive sample for an input sample. After combining
supervised contrastive learning with prompt-based
contrastive learning, the boundaries of different
sentiments become more obvious, and the distribu-
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Figure 4: Feature visualization of using different methods

tion of the same sentiment becomes tighter.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose C3LPGCN. On the one
hand, to mitigate the noise that may arise when
modelling syntactic information, we propose mask-
aware aspect information filter, which filters syn-
tactic information by combining prompt-tuned rep-
resentations with aspect information. On the other
hand, we propose prompt-based contrastive learn-
ing and cooperative learning methods that explicitly
introduce label information. Extensive experiments
on three datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of
our approach.

6 Limitation

In this paper, we employed a manual construction
approach for prompt templates. The uncertainty as-
sociated with manual construction leads to varying
effects of different templates on the model perfor-
mance. In future work, we plan to explore the use
of continuous prompts. Additionally, we aim to
extend our prompt-based contrastive learning and
cooperative learning to a broader range of natural
language processing tasks.

The high computational complexity is the main
issue currently faced by this method. Despite the
model’s structure being very simple, the construc-
tion of three samples for each sentence for prompt-
based contrastive learning and cooperative learning
significantly increases the GPU storage and time
used during the training process. In prompt-based
contrastive and cooperative learning, each sentence
and its constructed samples differ only in the label
word. In the future, we will explore how to remove
redundant parts of the samples to reduce memory
usage and accelerate training.
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A Template Analysis

Table 4: The prompt templates and labels we con-
structed manually in our experiments, < a > denotes
the aspect. We concatenate them with the original sen-
tence to form the input and labeling samples

Index Template Label words

t0 The sentiment of < a > is [MASK] P:positive, N:negative, O:neutral
t1 The sentiment of < a > is [MASK] P:nice, N:bad, O:none
t2 The sentiment of < a > is [MASK] P:negative, N:neutral, O:positive
t3 The < a > is [MASK] P:good, N:terrible, O:ok
t4 The < a > is [MASK] P:positive, N:negative, O:neutral
t5 How about < a > ? it is [MASK] P:good, N:terrible, O:ok
t6 What do you think of the < a > ? it is [MASK] P:good, N:terrible, O:ok

Table 5: Experimental results on the three datasets with
different templates. The best results are in bold.

Template Laptop Restaurant Twitter
ACC Macro-F1 ACC Macro-F1 ACC Macro-F1

t0 82.75 79.61 87.85 82.41 79.32 78.44
t1 81.80 78.97 87.04 81.16 76.96 75.74
t2 81.48 77.86 86.15 79.29 76.96 75.83
t3 81.33 78.41 86.24 80.15 74.89 73.33
t4 81.65 78.72 86.15 80.57 75.63 74.46
t5 82.28 78.86 85.43 79.23 75.18 74.09
t6 81.80 78.60 86.51 80.38 76.96 75.86

We investigated the impact of different templates
on model performance, and the results are shown
in Table 5. The table presents the results obtained
using the prompts constructed in Table 4. The fol-
lowing observations can be made: (1) Different
prompts and label words have a significant influ-
ence on the model’s performance. (2) When us-
ing the same prompt, different label words yield
varying results. However, compared to the perfor-
mance differences resulting from using different
label words and the same prompt, the differences
are relatively smaller. This indicates that the selec-
tion of the template plays a more crucial role. (3)
When the semantic meaning of the label word is
completely opposite to the sentiment label, there is
a certain decrease in model performance. However,
since our model also extracts other features of the
sentence, the extent of performance degradation is
limited.

B Complexity Analysis

Table 6: Comparison of model’s complexity. We com-
pared the results of models among all baseline models
that provided information on the quantity of parameters
and training time, * indicates the results from our imple-
mentations.

Models Params(M) Training time(s/epoch) Parser
DualGCN* 112 35 LAL-Parser
SSEGCN* 110 32 LAL-Parser

APARN 130 480 Spring, LEAMR
Our C3LPGCN 122 202 LAL-Parser

We also analyzed the complexity of our model,
primarily comparing parameters such as the quan-
tity of parameters, training time, and the parsers
used. The results are presented in Table 6. It can be
observed that our model has a roughly similar num-
ber of parameters compared to other models. How-
ever, due to constructing three samples for each
input for contrastive and cooperative learning, our
model’s training time is significantly longer com-
pared to DualGCN and SSEGCN. Nevertheless, it
can be seen that compared to the best-performing
model in the comparison, APARN, our method has
advantages in both training time and the number of
parsers used.
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